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By DOLORES W~OD

Faculty,. Staff Park First

his pals. 1 don't think the pollee can
LOBO ~e~s Ed~tor
be· wring 100 per cent of the time
Former. mum:lp<d JUdge ~aul. when it comes to ticketing his
~em~s sa1d he d1cl. not. know 1f he political friends," 'l~astham said.
dismissed charges agamst several
·
prominent Democrats in.1975 as.Jo
She said the taxpayers of
Ann Eastham charged Tuesday. "I Albuquerque were picking up the
have to apologize, my memory is . tab for Demos' political favors in
loss of revenue. "If he 'did this
not thatgood,'~ he said.
.. Eastb~:fn,...ill a pr~,ss conference. . whil,e he was on the bench, imagine
charged that during December of what t~e would. to do with money
1975, Demos dismissed speeding of the citizens jf he became
tickets against Otis Echols, David mayor," she said.
Norvell, Eddie Barboa, Charles
Demos said he heard about 200
· Davis and Joseph Montoya II. "All cases a day as a municipal judge
of them are his political cronies," and could not "recall something
that happened 500,000 cases ago."
she said.
Demos and Eastham are opHowever, he said everyone was
ponents in the race for mayor of treated fairly in his court.
Albuquerque.
"Whatever the case was, it was
· "Demos said he convicted 98 per heard on its merits.
cent of those who went into his · "One thing we must remember,"
court," she said, 4'that is convicting Demos said, "Easthatn is fifth in a
98 per cent of the citizens who are five-man race. This is a cheap
trying to abide by the laws, and political trick to get the newspapers
releasing 100 per cent whef! they are and TV stations excited."
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Studeots .Sh.ilfted. ·
By RACHEL i)IXON

LOB~taffWriter

.

•
Although UNM students outnumber faculty and
staff almost five times, twice as many of t.he parking
stickers available were allotted to faculty and staff this
semester vs. students.
Walter Birge, manager of Parking Services, said the
faculty and staff receive first priority over students in
parking sticker applications. Faculty and staff receiye
their applications in April or May while students
receive theirs in July.
"It's a matter of time priority. What is left in
parking stickers is sold to the student," Birge said.
Berry Cox, director of Police and Parking Services,
said.the regulations giving UNM staff the first option
were based on UNM Regents' decision in 1972 when
• the parking program began.
. There are approximately 3500 parking spaces
.
available on UNM's main campus.
The faculty and stafrs fee for a parking sticker is
dependent on the person's salary, and the sticker is

-

..

effective for an .entire year.: For staff niak~iig Jess than
$10 000 the parking sticker fee is $39. Staff making
bet~een $10 000 and $18,000 pay $66. Any staff
making over SJ8,000 a year pay $78 for their parking
sticker.

Students pay a flat $27 for two semesters of
parking.
Cox said, ''The reason that the faculty and staff pay
more in a scale is apparently, if they make more, they
should pay more."
Birge said the waiting list for parking stickers is
growing everyday. He emphasized that there are
between 200 and 300 empty parking spaces in the
we.§ tern side of the north parking lot.
Cox said, "The situation is difficult for everyone
concerned. We have to work together to try and find a
solution."
..
A campus planning meeting is scheduled for Sept. 1
.to discuss the problem and possible solutions.
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Co-Op Center
Caters .Cradles

By ANGELA ATTERBERRY
LOBO Staff Writer
.
A child-care program is available to student-parents at UNM.
The child care co-op is licensed for 108 children by the Health and Social
J
.
Services Department; Eligible children can range in ages from 18 mon~hs
through elementary school. After-school activities for elementary age kids
are available.
·
.
.
. . . ., , .
"We're open from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mo~day through ~r!day! ' Said
George O'Neil, co-director of the program. We have a wa1tmg hst, .but
there are still some spaces available for children. It depends on the time
when the parents need the kids in the co-op," he said.
It .is staffed by seven teachers, 18 work-study students and parents. The
co-op features a variety of actlvities for children in all agerange.s.
There are three main root· m the co-op in the northern sectiOn of Mesa
Vista Hall. The Turtle Room is for children 18 months thro~gh two ~ears,
the Middle Room is for three and four year-olds and the Big Room 1s for
four to six year olds. Each room contains activities designed for a child at
that particular age.
. . .
,.
.
A large playground accompanies· the child-care center; It also has a
variety of outdoor equipment for various age go ups. . . . .
. ..
. The cO-op is unique because parents must work three hours each yveek m
addition to paying a thirty to forty cents an houe c~arge for e~ch child,
"It's a way for parents to have an on-gou'lg evaluatlon of.the coop, and a way for the ~~ren~s to be in~olved; '' (~'~eil said;
Parents are also actiVely mvolved m any dects1on makmg t.hat go:s:on,
although they do have a nine-member board wt,o ma~e poltcy declSlo~s
and supervise staff. Elections for the lroard Wtll begm today and w1ll
continue through Sept. 2.
.
.
·
·..
The Kindergarten program will begin next. week,. after th.e ~abor day
holiday, but all other programs, except the elementary age ktds program
ate already in operation," O'Neil said.
. .. . . . . )
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Children from the University Co-Op play in the wate"r.
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~ In Influence Peddling Ring
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O'Neill & Park Linked

0
.ro

WASHING 'r 0 N
(UPI)-Speaker Thomas O'Neill
Tuesday denied a report that
Korean businessman Tongsun
Park, alleged kingpin of a Capitol
Hill influence peddling ring,
operated out ·of O'Neill's office
when he was House Democratic
Leader.
The ,Los Angeles 'rimes said in its
Tuesday editions that Suzi
Thomson, a Korean-born clerk in
former Speaker Carl Albert's
office, told Conp;ressional in-

vestigators that she saw Park in
O'Neill's office on several occasions dJJring the years that Park
allegedly ran tl)e covert lobbying
effort.
The House Ethics Committee is
investigating claims that the South
K
d ·
h
orean government, . unng t e
1970 's, plied members of Congress
with· gifts, cash and other favors· in
an effort to win passage of
legislation favorable to SeouL
O'Neill was ho!lle in ·his
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Grants For Grad
.s··tudy Abroad.

· ;,..

* ,

·
·
** F U.lb ng· h t f e 11 OWS h lps,
m1nority
grants,

~

,..~,..

**
,._

~research
.,..

abroad. In£ormatl'on ·and forms "-..,.:.available at office of International ~
~Programs, 1717 RomaN .E.
~

*~*
~

,..

Deadline or Completed
Applications~Sept. 30·

**
*
:* General information meetings will be held

*
!**
~

***
*~

: on Tues. Aug. 30 and Wed. Sept. 7 at 2pm ~
: at the International Center, 1808 Las ~
~ Lomas N.E.
~

*

Mass;1ch usetts
congressional
district and could not be reached by ·
reporters; but an aide issued a
statement quoting him as
saying, "Mr. Park was in my office
at the most on two or three occasions.
''He never discm;sed Korea ·with
me. I only knew him socially."
O'NeiJI has previously said he
attended "one or two par.ties"
given by Park, at least one of them
in O'Neill's honor when he was
presented wtih a set of golf clubs,
Other aides to O'Neill said they
saw Park in the office when O'Neill
was House Democratic Leader
from 1971 to 1977 on two or three
occassions. They said the visits were
in connection with the parties Pa,rk
was planning or had held in
O'Neill's honor.
Thomson met in closed session
with Ethics Committee investigatorsforfivehourslastweek.
Quoting a "source who was
present," the Times said she "told
the committee that Park would
sometimes tell his Washington
office that he was going to Capitol
Hill and could be rached at the
Majority Leader's office."

*
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~ othe~ scholaqhips for graduate study and ~
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Due S.ept. ~
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of tl1e University year and weekly during the
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represents the views of l11c U nlvcrslty of New
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Fulbright AppiiCBtiOnS Out
Sept' 30 is the deadline for filing
applications for 1978-79 Fulbright-Hays graduate grants to study
overseas.
Application forms for students
currently enrolled at UNM are
·available from Dr. Slavin_at 1717
Roma NEon the UNM campus. He
said informati•:m meetings about

PreS~> International ·

Date Set for. Body Hearing
MEMPHIS, Tenn.-Three men arrested by police after a tip
someone planned to snatch Elvis Presley's body from its tomb were
notified at a preliminary hearing Tuesday that their trial· on
trespassing charges will held in October.
City Court Judge John Dwyer scheduled a trial Oct. 4 for Bruce
Eugene Nelson, age 30, Ronnie Lee Adkiris, age 26, and Raymond
·
·
Green, age25, all of Memphis.

the scholarship proe;ram are
scheduled for Aug. 30 and S'ept. 7
from 2 to 3 p.m. at the UNM
International Center, 1808 Las
Lomas NE.
Some 550 awards to 53 countries
are available nation-wide. Most of
the grants provide round-trip
transportation, __ tuition and

maintenance income for one
academic year. A few of the grants
provide only international travel or
a stipend intended as a partial
grant,
CaQdidates must be U.S. citi~ens
at the· time of application, They
must hold a bahcelor's degree or its
equivalent by the beginning date of
the grant and have language aoility

. . IR
D
Off
. ICia eport .ue
.on Valdez'S .Death

America Will Remain Neutral
WASHINGTON-President Carter, pledging impartiality, asked
Americans Tuesday not to support groups involved in violence in
Northern Ireland, and threatened prosecution of those 'who become
involved.
"I place myself firmly on the side of those who seek peace and
reject violence in Northern Ireland," Carter said in a two-page
statement.
The President said U.S. policy on Northern Ireland "has long been
one of impa'rtiality, and that is how it will remain."

I

Rocky Denies Warning CIA

'I

NEW YORK-Former Vice President Nelson Rockefeller Tuesday
denied a magazine article that reported he tried to thwart a 1975 investigation he headed into illegal activities by the CIA.
The article in the current issue of New York magazine, written by
reporter Tad Szulc, quoted unnamed sources as saying Rockefeller
"Quietly called CIA Director William Colby into his office and urged
him ... not to volunteer any information" to a panel appointed by
former President Ford and lead by Rockefeller to look into illegal CIA
actions.

t

Natural Gas Disturbs Texan
SAN Antonio, Tex.-A Texas congressman Tuesday warned
southern' leaders that unless natural gas prices are unfrozen-a move
not included in President Carter's energy package-the nation faces
another bitter winter in a few months.
"Even a moderate winter this year will result in a four per cent
shortage of our available natural gas supplies," U.S. Rep. Bob
Kruger, (D-Tex.), said. "That is considerably less gas than we had
available last winter.

''

MOSCOW-FLO Leader Yasser Arafat Tuesday said the recent
Middle East tour of Secretary of State Cyrus Vance was aimed at
delaying Geneva talks and insisted the Soviet Union must have a say in
any peace settlement.
·
Arafat, in an interview with the. official Tass news agency, praised
the Soviet Union as a "loyal and tested friend" of arabs.
"The middle east problem can be settled firmly and forever only
with the participation of the Soviet Union." he said.
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sporting goods

Unisex, Hair Design Centre

end l?ulslcna)
(Between
Wyoming

Trips for Dudes & Dolls"

I 2 55 0166
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ffiu o.mmad II, George Foremo.n, Joe
Frazier, Sonny Liston- the ctucfo.l moments
of victory o.nd defeat from thetr key
championship rounds:

Showing Aug. 29-Sept. 2
.

10-3pm Dally

In ffieso. ~ounge, Loco.ted In The NE Cornet
Of The El Ptonto Reato.uto.nt
In The Lower Level Of The SUB.
(next to the green room)
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For the best in

IT'S
ALMOST

It soars into
The Civic Auditorium
Sunday, Septer:nber 4th.

·243-1777

19lit..11117-1974

I

A million
dollars in ski
bargains says
it's bigger
and better
than ever!

2122 Central SE
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No arrests have been made in the
shooting. Police refused to release
any further details and said they are
continuing the investigation .

The Aug. 23 voter registration drive on UNM's campus resulted in
students registering to vote. The total of new and changed district voters
now approximately 2,500.
Donald Bachicha, in charge of the Bureau of ele.ctions for ~v.wa.uu•v 11
County said he was very pleased with the results and was looking forward
to holding additional drives. "We hope to concentrate on the primaries
1978," h.e said.
The drive was conducted mainly because of the new election laws.
Chapter 124 of the New Mexico statute reads: "County clerks should
insittite voter registration drives."
These drives were conducted at various locations; Post Offices,
Coronado Center, Montgomery Plaza.
·
This is the first time, however, the County Clerk's office parti~ipated in
the drive, .for they are usually non-participant. The County Clerk's office
was also assisted by 12 local political groups on a volunteer basis.
UNM's campus was chosen as one of the sites. Bacllicha said "in order
to acquaint the new and out of state students with the departme~t and with
Bernalillo voting laws."

1

7804 Central Sf

The pr?gram, supported by ,t~e University Administration, GSA, and ~·
AS~NM IS successful because, · tile parents want a quality program. They
don t Wat,tt to ~.o s~ho~l at the expense of their childreiJs' development ~
and happmess, 0 Ne1l smd.
'<
Information on spaces still available and the program itJielf may be b
obtained by calling George O'Neil at 277-3365.
· '
8'
;.:.
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Campus Voter Drive
Nets 350 Students .

- Arafat Wants USSR in Talks

The Student Book Stol.'e

l•oot.fmmp ••• ,,

"We've been averaging a high
acceptance percentage among
UNM applicants for the awards,"
Slavin said. "I think that's because
we've been able to get the word out
and recruit good students to apply
for the grants."
He said his office tries to
discourage people from applYing
''who clearly don't have a chance to
receive an award. Providing the
best possible applicants had
allowed us to have a greater- input
into the Fulbright program."
Applicant recruiting is done at the
information meetings, through
publicity and through a minority
outreach program, he added.
Five UNM students received
grants from tlte 1977-78 competition and seven other applicants
had their study proposals rejected.
"We have a 40 to 50 per cent acceptance rate," Slavin said.

UNM Student Shot
Detective A. shooting''
Borvendo cai!ed
"an
accidental
at 3337
Wilway, N.E., home of John
Bur kstaller.

Child Care...

~~0~~::. goals of proposed stu~y

The official report on the death of an 18-year-old UNM student is
scheduled to be released today, saitl 'Bob Fenton, Albuquerque Police
Department pJJblic information officer.
Paul Valdez, o!V Bernalillo, N .M., was struck and killed by lin
Albuquerq).le Public School truck late Monday afternoon. He died at the
scene of extensive head injuries when he was hit in the head by the side view
mirror of the truck.
Previous reports made by two city police officers who witnessed the
accident, said Valdez was jaywalking on University Blvd., north of Central
Ave.
"Valdez was crossing against the light westbound on Central," Fenton
said. He said it is unknown at this point whether Valdez was jaywalking or
walking in the pedestrian crosswalk.
The driver of the truck, James Walker, 61, was not. given a citation,
police said. .
A rosary service for Valdez is scheduled for tonight at 8 p.m., at the
Alameda Mortuary Chapel at 9420 4th St., N.W. Funeral services will be
tomorrow at the Bernalillo Cementary. No time was given for the funeral.

A UNM engineering junior was
in serious condition Tuesday in the
Lovelace-Bataan Medical Center's
intensive-care unit after being shot
in the stomach. at about 9 a.m.
Monday, police said.
Karen Leigh Agogino, 22, of
1600 Va:;sar, N.E., was shot with a
. 357 magnum pistol in what
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UNM during Monday's bfackout

Energy .Save·r
Indigent UN M students deserve a pat on the back for their conduct
during the sporadic power outages on campus Monday.
Most students and faculty reacted calmly by cancelling classes or
holding them on the grass. And campus police did not report a single
incident of vandalism or looting.
BUT WE WONDER if the blackouts weren't really part of a master
scheme to save on energy bills. Could President Davis have ordered the
scattered failures as a means to cut utility bills? "It really wouldn't be
such a b"ad idea to have scattered outages once a week during the
warm days to save money," he might have thought.
How much money was saved by cutting off the air conditioning and
lights? Probably thousands of doiTars.
It seems unlikely, but the possibility lingers.
Now all the University needs is a way to cut gas costs in the winter.

Tragedy. Deja Vu
How soon we forget.
More than 160 persons were killed in a fire in a Kentucky bar last
May. The' reason m11ny people died was because the bar was overcrowded and people couldn't getto the exits.
Ned'~ El Portal Lounge was closed two weeks ago because, the Fire
Prevention Bureau (FPB) says, it was over its legal crowd limit by some
• ~00 persons. And the bar owner, Ken Gattas, says the FP B took
somewhat of a drastic step."
.
WE'D LIKETO ASK Mr. Gattas what is so drastic about preventing
another tragedy like what happened in Kentucky?
Asst. Fire Chief Herman Bishop said Gattas had been gicen several
warnings and citations during the last two years.
It's obvious that the FPB closed the bar only as a last resort.
And the FPB isn't only cracking down on Ned's. Bishop said most
popular night time spots are checked at least once a month for overcrowding.
IT'S GREAT TO GO OUT and have a good time, and if the crowd
exceeds the I!Jg?llimit by a dozen or so, we could see Mr. Gattas' point.
But Gattas adm1ts the crowd was well over the legal limit. Yet, he tried
to make us believe that the FPB is using him as an example to other
bars.
Instead of knocking the FPB, Gattas ought to be praising them for
doing their job. How would he feel if there was a fire in his bar and
many patrons lost their lives because they couldn't make it to an exit?
The FPB deserves praise, not criticism, from local bar owners.

fl.SUNM Openings
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Editor:
UNM students, myself included, are fond of railing against the "actions
of ASUNM government, Yet we students also make the bed we lie in. it by
promoting governmental inbreeding. It happens every year when
vacancies need to be filled on ASUN M committees-the only people who
care enough to apply are usually the student government veterans. Those
of us whp claim to be able to bring in fresh ideas rarely step forward to do
so.
· None of us at UNM wants to see a repeat of last spring's election
debacle this November. Why, then, are there vacancies on so many
ASUNM committees, including the inportant Elections Commission and
Student Court, begging to be filled?
I was willing to stop complaining and try changing. Why don't more "of •
you try it, too 7
Kate Watson

~~pJRG

Farewell

Editor:
It is with great sadness that we take this opportunity to bid farewell and
pay tribute to our good friend, Mi9hael Huston, outgoing executive
director of the New Mexico Public Interest Research Group.
Michael is going back East to resume his legal career after guiding us
through our first year as an organization. We are deeply grateful to him for
giving a year of his life to see that New Mexic PIRG got off the ground.
Largely due to Michael's efforts this past year was a very successful one,
but even more importantly, thanks to the lesso~s Michael has helped us
learn, we can be even more successful in the future.
With this invaluable training behind us, we students on the PIRG board
of directors are highly optimistic abqut the coming year. Our new director,
Betsey Remage-Healey is an experienced and dedicated social activist. Our
new staffers, Debbie Shead and David Miller are already making valuable
contribuiions,
and
Richard
Mo
re and Jim Feeney are accomplishing more than ever with a year's experience under their belts.
Since Michael came to us a year ago: we've moved to a better office,
our budget is bigger, our staff is larger, we have expanded into the
community, we are looking to e)(pand to other campuses and our work has
become widely respected. All these things have been accomplished under
Michael's able direction.
Our gratitude to Michael is surpassed only by our fondness for.him.
Every student at UNM, whether (s)he knows it or not, is deeply indebted to
him for the work he has dooe for all of us. Thank you, Michael, and best of
Rejoice folks, the circus is back in of the New Mexico Public Interest luck.
town.
Research Group's board of ·
NMPIFiG Board of Directors
A suit against ASUNM Sen. directors. Isn't that a conflict of
Robert Roibal was dismissed in interest?
student court Monday because of
Who knows? The court said the
some haggling over when the new 'new constitution wasn't in effect
constitution went into effect.
and threw the case out.
Editor:
It seems Roibal is also a member
For our next act. . • . .
The keydto the energy crisis lies in·one word: economic self-reliance. It
..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . , . means foe , transportation, housing, heating and self-sufficiency for basic
~
needs for our homes and communities.
We have time, but time is running out.
•
~he time limit will be placed upon us, as a planet, by nuclear proliferation.
Neyt Mexico Dally LOBO editorial phone: 2:77-4102or277·4202.
LOBO Editorial Staff:
.-The only way is to implement these "soft" technologies; and to close
Edltor•ln•chlef: Tlm Gallagher
all uranium mines world-wide, take an accounting of all uranium
down
Managing Editor: Rebekah Szymanski
••
mined, and even if it takes more energy, process the waste and put it back
News Editor: Dolores Wood
Asst. News Editor: D.M. Flvnn
in the mine and. never again dig it out.
Photo Editor: Wendell T. H·unt
But to implement this home-based t(!chnplogy is essentially antiSports Editor: Peter Madrid
Arts Editor: George Gesner
corporate. It means that the stock market will be decimated, except for
Copy Editors: Koren Panagakos, Daniel Gibson.
those industries which ·produce the equipment. It means the next
Ad Manager: FrMk Salazar
generation of Rockerfellers will not be rich. It means that the Public
EDITORIALS: Unsigned editorials represent a maJority opiniOn of the LOBO edlt'orlal
board. All other columns, cartoons, and letters represent the opinion Of the author and do
Service Co. will lose two thirds of its market.
not necessarily reflect the view of the editorial board.
There are dangers in over-centralizaing the lifestyle we live. With central
LETTERS: Letters to the editor must be typed, and signed with the author's name
signature, address, and talephone number. letters to the editor should be no longer tha~
control of food, electricity, and transportation, we essentially have a few
300 words although exceptions will be made 1f the topic warrants so. Only the name of the
institutions with their hands on the essentials of life.
author will be ptlnted and names will not be withheld,
•
OPINIONS: Opinl'ons must by typed and signed with the author's name signature ad·
Somehow, the corporate structure as we know it operates on fear. If
dress and t~fephone number. Opinions should be no longer than 500 words: Only lhe n'ame
present
trends continue,. we will not be able to afford more power plants,
of author wrlf be printed and names will not be Wllhlield.
new
energy
mines, new drilling, and still have enough for end uses. The
All submissions become the property of the New Mexico Oatly LOBO and will be edited
only for length or possiblY libelous content. U any changes are made, the author will be con·
is
decentralizing. We have reached the limit of our natural
only
option
tacted to discuss changes.
resources and the end of waste.
Martin Nix
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Pretoria

DURBAN, South Africa (UPI)South
African leaders said Tuesday
By BILL ROBERTSON
the country "will jolly well" use its
LOBO Staff Writer
The College Level El!amination Program (CLEP) offers the opportunity nuclear potential for other than
to obtain coUege credit by exa111ination. However one obtained knowlege, peaceful purposes if it wants and
via on-the-job ·training, adult school, correspondence courses or even by that no one "will tell -us what we
·.should do,"
watching television,· one can turn it into acceptable college credit.
Finance Minister Owen Horwood
"CLEP tests are a basic way to receive college credit from noniraditionaJ le&rning," said Ann Smith, assistant director of the UNM told the annual congress of the
Testing Division. "The tests .were originally designed to provide adults ruling National party that President
returning to school with a means of turning their valuable work experience Carter i.s not "free to dictate to us"
and can not "lay down the law to
into acceptable college credit.
everyone
else."
"The CLEP people didn't anticipate the popularity the program would
Almost
immediately after
have with students," she said. "Last yearthere were almost 300 candidates
Horwood's
speech,
South African
to t!le CLEP at UNM.': Smith said. CLEP is sppnsored by the College
"Pik"
Foreign
Minister
Roelo[
Examination Board.
Botha
issued
a
statement
reiterating
There are two types of exams given by CLEP, Smith explained. The'
general examinations, limited to students with less than 26 hours of credit that the South African government
from an accredited college or university, measure achievements in the supported the "ideal" that nuclear
liberal ·arts: English, humanities, math, history, natural sciences, and energy should only be used for
social sciences. Students taking the general exams are eligible for up to 30 peaceful purposes.
Horwood referred to charges by
hours of credit at UNM,
both
the Soviet Union and France
The subject examinations, mostly 90-minute objective tests, gauge
last
week
that South Africa was
achievement in specific college-level courses. Some, notably the English
preparing
a
nuclear test in the
exams, require an essay test also.
Kalahari
desert.
Both groups of exams are administered the third week of every month at
Despite denials by South African
the UNM Testing Center in the University College building. Candidates for
the program must resgister with the testing center at least three weeks in Premier John Vorster, U.S. officials in Washington said over the
advance. Resutls are usually mailed within six weeks ofthe test date.
weekend
that the United States had
Test fees are: $20 for one general or one subject ~xa111; $30 for two
confirmed.
the reports and that
(general or subject or one of each) and $40 for any combination of three to
Carter
had
cooperated
with Soviet
five general or subject exams.
President Leonid Brezhnev to halt
such a test.
In his speech to the National
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Nuclear Dictates Condemned
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Treaty Support .Grows

WASHINGTON
(UPI)-President Carter won key
endorsements from organized labor
and southern political leaders on
the Pana111a Canal Treaty issue
Tuesday and said the nation will
face hostile world reaction if the
Senate refuses to ratify the pact.
Conceding he faces an uphill
battle in Congress, Carter briefed
political leaders from Florida and
Georgia on the controversial treaty
as part of his personal campaign to
drum up public support for it.
Shortly before he did so, the
Executive Council of the AFL-CIO
unanimously endorsed the treaty as
"a just and enduring basis for
harmony
in
the
Western
Hemisphere" and pledged to use all
its lobbying muscle in the fight for
Senate ratification.
"Adverse reaction throughout
the world would be profound" if
the Senate rejects the treaty he
intends to sign within the next two
weeks, Carter told the briefing
session in the W.hite House state
dining room.
"1 think it's true that many
American citizens who are well
educated and patriotic don't think

this treaty is good," he silid. His
job, he said, is "not to cajole or
pressure" such opponents but to
persude them to change their
minds.
Summarizing some main points
of his argument, he said the United
States never did have legal
"sovereignty" over the Canal Zone
although "we have had control.''
When the original canal treaty
was signed in 1903, he said, "not
one Pana111anian had read it."
Afterwards, Florida's Gov.
Reuben Askew and Georgia's Lt.
Gov. Zell Miller, the ranking
Georgia official present, declared
their support for the new treaty.
Another prominent Georgian
who attended the breifing, former
Secretary of State Dean Rusk, said
he too strongly favors the pact and
hopes tha Senate will not be "so
foolhardy" as to reject it. The
United States began negotiations
with Panama on this issue in 1964,
when Rusk headed the State
Department.
Carter was assisted in the briefing
by Gen. George Brown, Chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, who
denounced as "false and vicious"

the claims of treaty opponents that
the military chiefs are supporting
the accord only out of loyalty to the
President.

"On Panama, we are 100 per
cent behind· the treaty," Brown
said. "We stand with the President
on this not just as an act of loyalty
but because we.believe in it."

Rattl~s

Party, llorwood said: "It is time
we told Mr. Carter and a few other
people that if we did at any time
wish to do other things With our
nuclear potential, then we will jolly
well do so according to our own
decision and our own judgment.''
Horwood said he rejected
'~absolutely and entirely tli.at
anyone should tell us what we
should do.''
"President Carter does not ask

'

Sabres
.

~

,.

~-

us when he wants to do anything," 8
Horwood said. "If he think~ he is ~
free to dictate to us, then he is~
simply saying 'might
is right'
and
.
.

g.0

that he can presctibe moral norms >
c
and lay dow~ the Ia w to everyone~
~

else because he is the head of a great ~
country of 22S million people.''

4310 Central SE
We Serve The Best In Sub Sandwiches.

This Week

Dixie Diesel
From Austin
Sun.- The Watermelon Mountain Jug Band

Wed. 25c Beer 7-9
Happy Hour

4-8 Fri. With
Daily Doubles

5-7 Mon. -Sat.
Daily Doubles

Don't Forget About The
Wet-T-Shirt Contest On Mon. Nights

Announeing The

IUD tPIIIfll
Or The

11111111 l!lfttl
Loeated In The Student Union
Building Basentent
P••esenting
Friday, Septentber 2
Party Down To The So:.tnd or

ATTENTION!

IIJIUII

Athletes and others with athletes foot.
If our examination confirms thaf you
have a fungus infection of the skin of your
feet, you cari:
1. Advance medical knowledge
2. Get rid of yGur infection (maybe)
3. Earn $100 (for certain)

Saturday, Septentber 3
One Or Albuquerque's Top Club Bands

Ctl

The Division of Dermatology of the
University of New Mexico School of
Medicine needs 100 volunteers with dermatophytosis of the feet (athletes foot) to
help test the comparative effectiveness of
three proven safe antifungal preparations.

C ClrAiill

Also Featurh...g
A New And Mo••e Va••ied Menu At. The

Deli-Bar
Adtnission Priees
Students
(With UNM ID, Plus One Guest)
Sl..OO eaeh
Publie - 82.00 e;aeh

.·For a free examination to determine if
you qualify, report to the University of New
Mexico Student Health Center between 9:00
A.M. and 1;2:00 Noon, Saturday, August 27
and September 3.
For further information, call Dr.· Smith or
Mrs. Macinnis at 277-4757.

,
Presented By The
ASUNltl Popular Entertainment Committee

by Garry Trudeau
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ByPA'l'TIWATSON
LOBO Stllff Writer
The 1970's have been called the "Age of the Sexu~:~l Revolution."
More emphasis is being placed on all phases of burna~ sex.ualality.
Studies are being made on all forms of human sexual expertence ong
with experiments in different types of personal relationships and
marriages. With this increased interest has come an increased number
of publications on the subject. A survey of five Albuquerque
bookstores netted some interesting results, and ten books dealing with
how to, why to, when to, and with whom in relation to human
sexuality.
How To Make It With Another Person, by Dr. Richard Austin,
$1.75. Dr. Austin reveals the techniques he has used with more than
I ,000 single and married patients to put deep and rewarding intimacy
into their lives. Both nature and science are employed to increase
happiness and pleasure.
Learning About Sex, by Gary F. Kelly, $2.95. This sensitive book
about human sexuality and responsible loving relationships for
modern people, deals with social, psychological, biological and in\erpersonal facets of human sexuality.
Understanding Human Sexual Inadequacy, by Fred Belliveau and
Lin Richter, $1.25. 1'he authors of this book bring reassurance to the
great number of people in this country who suffer from sexual
dysfunction. Written clearly in nontechnical' language, it suppli~s
information which relfects established sexual fact rather than myth or
misconception.
The Many Faces of Sex, by Theodor Relk, $1.95. Reik presents his
penetrating, often controversial observations of the rnany variations
and manifestations of sex. The book is based on his studies. under
Freud and his years as this country's most renowned psychoanalyst,
and offers some unique insites into the human psyche.
Pairing, by Dr. George R. Bach and Ron<(ld M. Deutsch, $1.95.
Bach and Deutsch offer provocative. practical, psychological tools to

Exploring the Sexual
•
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Students Hush Strivings

By TIM GALLAGHER
LOBO Editor
The most common sexual
problem among college students
who voice their woes, is their
inability to talk about their sexual
desires and expectations with their.
mates, a UNM professor said.
Dr. Ed Naimark, who teaches a
unit about sexual dysfunction in his
''Marriage
and
Personal
Development"
course,
said
students who wrote anonymous
notes in the class about sex.ual
problems were concerned mostly
with communication of sexual
needs. "If they're having problems
with orgasmic dysfunction and
premature ejaculation, they're not
talking about it," he said.
Naimark holds a Ph.D in child
development and family study from
Purdue University and postdoctoral training work at Southern
California University. He teaches
four courses at UNM, two undergraduate courses and two
graduate seminars. But only in the
"Marriage" course does he deal
with sel(ual adjustment.
'Naimark said he noticed a

Are~ a

Photo by Anita Pisarm

Dr. Ed Naimark

reluctance on the part of students to
talk about sexual adjustment,
although surveys indicate a greater
number of young persons admit to
having sexual intercourse at an·
early age.
"I guess its's the remains of an

upbringing where the pleasure of
sex was downgraded, d<.-. nplayed," he said. "It's difficult to
say why."
"When I teach the unit on sexual
adjustment, class participation
drops," he said. "In the future, I

think I'll invite more class par- feelings to their parents.
ticipation by having students write
anonymous notes."
, "It's an interesting paradox that
we're · in an age where sexual
behaviour is changing and yet
Naimark said he thinks students' young people are still reluctant to
sexual problems are related to how talk about it," he said.
well they cope with "a fairly
constant amount of academic
Since more people are expecting
stress. It's a highly individual to enjoy sex, the f).lture of therapy
thing."
·
will probably deal with the enjoyme'nt and fulfillment of sexual
Naimark pointed to studies that expectations, Naimark said,
show the number of young people
living together before marriage is . Naimark said future course units
increasing, but many of those · on sexual dysfunction will emyouths are still not telling their phasize the factors that contribute
to it, rather than the techniques for
parents about their roommates.
dealing with dysfunction.
A 1973 study showed that 59 per
cent of boys between 13 and 19Naimark sai·d the immediate
years-olds reported having had
of sexual dysfunction are a
causes
sexual intercourse at least once. Of
lack
of
knowledge about sexuality,
girls the same age, 45 per cent said
inhibition, spectatoring (removing
they had engaged in, sexual inoneself from the act and rating
tercourse at least once.
oneself) and fear of failure.
"That study was an eye-opener
for a lot people," N aimark said.
"It showed that while kids felt their
sexual values were far different
from their parents, they still had
txouble communicating their

Relational causes of sexual
·dysfunction are partner rejection,
marital problems (such as lack of
trust) and sexual sabotage (creating
a fight before the time for sex or
making oneself repulsive.)

Local Therapist
Treats Attitudes

By RACHEL DIXON
Having "one partner who enjoys sex
LOBO Staff Writer
eight or nine times a week and the
Sexual problems between two other who gets along with sex once
people can seem to be a serious a week is a way to get back at each
obstacle in maintaining a other."
relationship, but an Albuquerque
Treatment is not reserved for
sex therapist said that sex problems couples-heterosexual, homosexual,
are easier to treat than other mental or bisexual. Single people often
problems.
.
come in for treatment. A difference
t~eatment of sexual dysfunction in · came out with Human Sexual
Dr.
Stanley
Caplan
said, "what has been noticed in the response to
1958.,
Inadequacy, also intended for the
''We learned that mJsm- medical community. Their last matters most is getting away from treatment between the sexes in the
formation and unrealistic ex- book, The Pleasure Bond, is the worrying about your sexual per- effectiveness of the therapy..
lcont. on page 12)
pectations have been responsible only one written· for the layman (no formance and instead concentrating
on
sensual
as
well
as
sexual
feelings
for the vast amount of sexual pun intended).
and developing caring, commisery," said Johnson. She has
Masters and Johnson do not put panionable relationships with your
Wednesday: Alfred Hitchcpck's
been quoted as saying that sexual restrictions on a patient. They partner."
dysfunction is "more a cultural believe that in the exercise of sex
The list of. men and women's
disease than a physiological or a nothing is forbidden as long as it is most common problems show that
psychological one."
acceptable and pleasurable to both many people don't know about
partners.
Caplan's advice.
The common sexual problems
The public knew little about the
among men are secondary imbeing conducted by
"What we're doing, in essence, is
1VJCISters and Johnson because of a trying to add a dimension of potence (occassional impotence),
voluntary news blackout. The wire sexuality that hasn't been present premature ejaculation and low sex
services and the two major St. before." says Johnson. "Humanity drive.
Women's most common sex
Louis newspapers agreed not to has always been aware of sex and
publish anything until the reproduction as powerful forces. problems, however, are frigidity,
researchers were ready to release The need to protect these areas was having irregular orgasms, low sex
IThtJrsclay:. Godard's MY LIFE TO LIV
drive and painful intercourse.
their findings, Masters once told a
obvious. So man substituted ritual · Caplan said the most difficult
7:00 and 9:15
reporter. "Premature publication
and phobia for fact ancf built problem to solve is different sex
would have created problems.''
THE UNION THEATRE
guesswork into supersitition. We're drive levels between two people.
(SUB)
When an article appeared in a still trying to unravel these com- "Y au have to deal with hidden
plexities
and
get
at
the
facts."
national magazine critical of their
anger between the two partners.
work, Masters and Johnson
ct'ecided to release their findings,
:>
more than a year before they
KMYR FM
Presents The Outdoor Concert
wanted to. They hoped that their .
carefully documented findings
· wwould remove doubts about their
scientific approach. It never occurred to them that the public
would buy it.

Masters & Johnson Explore Erotic· Rituals

I

By ED LOPEZ
LOBO Staff Writer

i
take destructiveness out of reladonships by cutting through
inhibitions, game-playing, manipulation and other barriers to
closeness.
Masters and Johnson Explained, by Nat Lehrman, $1.95. The
book, authorized by William H. Masters and Virginia E. Johnson
themselves, is a comprehensive report of the theories and techniques
developed during Master's and Johnson's two decades of sex research.
Love, Sex, and Sex Roles, by Constantina Safilios-Rothschild,
$2.95. Ms. Safilios-Rothschild attempts to answer the question: "Are
changing sex roles and sexual revolutional notion of love and sex
really changing, and if so, how?" She also helps the reader understand
and cope with this period of transition.
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RELAX, WE HAVE
FALL OPENINGS!
• Rates competitive with donns and apartments
• Plenty of parking, walk to cla~ses
• Excellent food, no limit, varied menu
• Weeklymaid service
.
• Commons build~g completely refurnished
• All rooms, bathrooms, hallways repainted
• Quiet floors, study lounges, carpeted and air conditioned
• A good place to live fo'r the serious student

The College Inn

303 Ash St. NE
243-2881

Despite having been written in
clinical jargon and only advertised
in medical and professional
journals, Human Sexual Response
became an overnight best seller in
1966 and brought national fame to
its authors, Dr. William H. Masters
and Virginia E. Johnson. The
book's success showed· . the
magnitude of the public's interest in
factual information about sex.
Widely described as the "mostpurchased, least-read best seller in
the ·country," Human Sexual
Response represented the most
imo);>ortant research since that
conducted by pioneer sex researcher
Alfred Kinsey. "He opened the
door," says Masters of Kinsey.
"We wanted to kick it all the way
open.''

causes and treatment of sexual A female patient who had problems
dysfunction at the Reproductive communicating with Masters once
Biology Research Foundation in St. tofd him that he could not unLouis, Missouri. They have trained <jle~stand what she was trying to
dual-sex therapy teams, done some express because he was a man.
research on infertility and con- Aware of his limitations, Masters
started his search for a female
traceptives, and conduct regular ',iissistant. He stipulated that she be.
·workshops on human sexual a mature, intelligent, and perfunctions for college teachers, sonable women, preferably a
marriage counselors, and other mother.
professionals.
Having just returned to college in
1956· for her degree in sociology,
Masters first became interested in Johnson applied for the job and
reproductive biology when he was a
third-year medical student at the was personally selected by Masters.
University of Rochester. In 1954, In time, she became an active
while an associate professor in research colleague and equal
clinical obstetrics and gynecology at contributor
involved
in
the Washington University Scholol psychological and sociological
of Medicine (St. Louis), he received aspects ofthe research.
permission for the study of the
physiology of sex.
"I knew," said Johnson, "that
there were people to whom sex was
"Physicians and counselors," just a dirty joke and I felt sorry for
said Masters, "were advising them-in fact, at that time I know I
patjents primarily on the basis of belittled them as much as I belittled
their own sexual experiences, which those who pretended that sex didn't
exist for 'nice' people."
reflected common sex myths.''

Colleagues since 1951, husband
and wife since 1971, Masters and
During the research program's
Johnson continue their efforts to infancy, it soon became apparent
increase our knowledge about the that an "interpreter" was needed.

-For ten years, the physiological
responses of 694 paid volunteers
came under the close scrutiny of
Masters and Johnson. The
volunteers included members of
both sexes and ranged in age from
18 to 89. Aided by motion-picture
cameras, biochemical analyzers,
and other sophisticated monitoring
equipment, Masters and Johnson
accumulated a vast amount of data.

Volunteers used in the laboratory
phase of the program were not
those with sexual problems. To find ·
out what happens physiologically,
it was necessary to use individuals
who functioned well. The in. ( formation acquired in the lab was
later used by Masters and Johnson
when they started the clinical

Welcome Back Students
VaUey Rentals has tlte only comylete selection or
rental liouscs and apartments in the UNM ami

surrounding area, Chetk and comp•rt 1 tbrn eaUI

8:00am to 9:00pm
Seven Days
VALLEY RENTALS
262-1751
:.\906 C'.e111ral SE

.

THE WRONG MAN
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Dave Mason

The book was generally well
received by the public and
"scholarly" publications, but was
not without its critics. Clergymen
and psychiatrists claimed that
Masters and Johnson had
"demhumanized" sex, were selling
"joyless" sex, and promoted a
"mechanistic" approach to sex,
In 1970, Masters and Johnson
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Friday Sept. 9th 7:30
In The Albuquerque Sports Stadium
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(Corner of Stadium And University)

COPIES
Overnight

Tickets available at all TicketMaster locations:
SUB and Popejoy Box Offices, Record World In
Montgomery Plaza
Peoples Choice In Rio Rancho
Oil lards In Winrock, Both LP Goodbuys, Both General
Stores And The Candyman In Santa Fe
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Buzzard soars with courtry rock
Soundstage
and is circling around the Apollo week at the'
g> Bar & Lounge at the corner of San Company on
Po. Mateo and Lomas, almost. The After eating a
band plays Friday and Saturday
nights.
~

is set for another
Big Valley Ranch
8904 Menaul NE.
fine meal, you· can
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Mon:Thurs.10-10
Fri.-Sat.10-12
Sunday10:30-6pm.
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(Lasagna, Ravioli, Egg Plant Parmesan
SAusage & Peppers)
Includes Salad & Garlic Bread
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Boots
Boots

Last ffillets Ramble On
By ROBERT SPIEGEL
Ask any dancer on the floor of
the Headquarters who the best
band around is for western swing
and chances are they will say, "The
Ramblers."
The Last Mile Ramblers, a
western swing and honky-tonk
band that has played the Albuquerque area for more than four
years, turns the Headquarters into
an old-time dance hall about every
other week. As George "Bullfrog"
Bourque, lead singer and guitarist,
says, "We have a regular following
here and they're great people. They
have their own dance cult going and
their dances work to our music.
They're real loyal people."
The Ramblers have always maintained a strong, loyal following.
For three and a half years they
played the Golden Inn on Sunday
afternoons, developing their intricate swing music and unique
stage presence filled with easy jokes
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and, as George puts it, "a certain
sense of the bizarre." Las~ winter
they finally found their place in
Albuquerque. As a friend of mine
said a short while ago, "I'll be at
the Headquarters every night this
week; the Ramblers are back.''
Although the Ramblers' music is
closest to western swing, they are
not that easily defined. They incorporate many forms of country
music while keeping a strong feeling
of their own style. Along with
George, the Ramblers include cofounder Charlie "Relleno" Jobes
on drums and lead vocal, Sandra
Mares playing fine piano and also
singing, Woody Vermiere on fiddle
and vocals, Tom Fenton playing
lead guitar and David Levine on
bass. Woody has played with the
Clear Ditch Ramblers and the Big
River Boys, and David was also
once with the Big River Boys. But
they all seem to have found their
home with the Ramblers.
For a band that primarily plays in
bars, the Ramblers have avoided
the trap of becoming a commercial
juke box. "We're not a drone ydu
can pretend isn't there; we demand
people's attention. If they listen to
how we're playing, and what we say
between songs, they'll probably
enjoy it," said George.
They are one of the few dance
bands in the area that are enjoyable
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I)enim, Epic recording artists,
will be at. Alfalfas at 5001 Lomas
NE this Sunday,

Moonrise delivers lunar country- g.
rock at Uncle Nasty's at 4418 9
~
Central SE.

Third Hand. News Band plays
country music for your listening
enjoyment at the Chelsea's Street
Pub in the Coronado Shopping
Center.

Los Amigos asks the question, ~
....
.....
"Why .can't we be friends" at the ....
Bolero Lounge at the Hilton
Midtown. The showband plays 10
funky Latino rock.
:::j
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Large J:lero Sandwich
(Spice Ham, Bologna and Cheese, with Garnish)
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SMALL DRINK aQ-d SMALL FRIES

$1.59

Good Anytime
Wed.-Sun.
With this ad.
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for both the da{lcers and those who
want to sit and listen. Their arangements are complex, using delicate
interplay with all the instruments.
The bass and drums will be pulling
and pushing with each other while
the fiddle and guitar are playing
harmonies. Their music is not based
on flashy solos, but rather a sound
that involves the entire band. It
would be hard to imagine the
Ramblers without any one member.
They pull off a beautiful version
of "Night Train" that defies categorization. They have eliminated
the border betw~en country and
jazz.

8. J. 81Clnd

Although they do write songs,
they mostly adapt older songs to
their own style. "We recreate a lot
of the classics and obscure songs
from the past. For years we've been
turning on people to music they
don't get to hear on the radio,"
said George. "And Sandy has been
writing songs. She has come up
with two in the past two months.

The Last Mile Ramblers are at
the Headquarters at least twice a
month and are worth the visit. As
George says, "All you folks that
are tired of just listening to rock
and roll music, here's your big
chance for something. different;
come see the Last Mile Ramblers."

COPIFS3Y2c
· Overnight

1\INKO'S
No l\finimum
2312 Cent. SE; 268-8515

live entertainment
& lunch 11:00 - ?

Knillsson: Knlce Knut

"It has taken us years to become
accepted and still make a living with
the kind of music we're playing
here. And now we're used to being
accepted fo10, being in our own
category. That can be a problem on
the road. They expect you to fah in
the same category as every other

band,likeajukebox."
A couple years ago they recorded
an album, "While They Last," for
Blue Canyon Records. Copies are
still available in local record ships.
"The album was good experience
and a lot of fun, but we really
didn't make any money," said
George. "We got a lot of airplay
throughout the country, but it
wasn't available in the stores uhil
nine months later, after the airplay
had fizzled out, so it didn't do us.
much good. But for what it wa0, a
home-made album on a smalllaitel,
it did real well; selling about fourthousand copies."

Macho Power joins Sneak
Preview Saturclay night at the Latin
Quarter.
Cosmic Charlie weaves notes of
galactic funk, spiritual Santana
sounds ancl mystical reggae tonight
at Ned's on Central. The cosmic
·clan homes in on the Subway
Station in the New Mexico Union
Building this Saturday night.
Curiosity may have killed the cat
but it should keep your interest~
alive with its funky-disco 'sounds.
Just as .a cat has nine 'lives,
Curiosity has nine members. The
band will be playing at the Tender
Trap this week at 5600 Central SE.
H. Hopper Band rocks out at
Alfalfas this week. Let the
romantic, yet urgent voice of Chris
Herrington and the sexy sax of
Daryl Keyes sweep you away. Be
watching for H. Hopper on a future
Bandstand interview.

''Rejoice "!The Emotions/Columbia PC-34762
By BRIAN MATTHEWS
.
'The three young ladies that make up the Emotions-Wanda, Sheila and
Jeanette Hutchison have come a long way.
In 1968, they signed on to Stax records (their first album was produced.
by Isaac Hayes) and in their association with that company they had many
_ hits including, "Stealing Love" "I Call this Loving You" and "Put a
Little Love Away" to mention a few. But the contract with Stax came to an
end in 1975 when the·company went bankrupt. End of Part I.
Part II opens in Chicago. Mr. Joe Hut<:hison (father and manager 'ror
the Emotions ) is on the phone with Maurice White, the spiritual and
physic backbone, "as well as the harmonious force behind Earth, Wind and
Fire. Maurice White is looking for talent to proCiuce for Columbia 'Records
and his braintrust, Kalimba Produdi9ns. He is informed by Mr. Hutchison that they have not committments and will sigh with Columbia
Records immediately.
Well, Part I and II are past history. The Emotions are back and are
doing extremely well. They arc riding high on the success of their No. I
single "Best of My Love" and a new Lp. Rejoice.
"B.J. Thomas "IB.J.
·Rejoice is the Emotions second album under Kalimba Productions and
Thomas/MCA
RecordsMCA-2286
like the album before it, Flowers, it is an excellent collection of music that
By
ROBERT
SPIEGEL
features a touch of gospel, uptempo (not disco) and some outstanding
There
has
always
been an inballads. The Emotions sound is very, very, good. It's straightforward,
teresting
quality
to
B.J.
Thomas'
powerful and joyous. The music is provided by members of Earth, Wind
a
well-tuned
nasal
drawl of
voice,
and Fire, and their professionalism gives this album a solid foundation
sorts.
This
has
been
his
saving
from ~hich the three young ladies soar. A rating.
grace.
It justified his version of "I'm So
Lonesome I Could Cry," and it
added a catchiness to Bacharach's
"Knnillssonn"/Harry Nilsson/RCA APL 1-2276
"Raindrops Keep Falling On My
by JANE QUESNEL
Head" that made the song
The best thing about Harry Nilsson's albums is that one is never quite irresistible, whether you liked the
sure when, if, and where Nilsson is serious.
song or not. Unfortunately, most
Opening with "All I Think About Is You," a ballad about lost love that of the time Thomas' voice is uncould wring tears from a rock, he moves into a parody of 1920's pop tunes, convincing.
"I Never Thought I'd Get This Lonely." Imagine Nilsson mimicking (and
FOR SALE
quite well, I might add) the vocal characteristics and megaphone-style
' near University.
singing of Rudy Vallee, and you've got the picture (complete with a
Two houses
whistled interlude a Ia Bing Crosby).
Two bedrooms each. Need
Mike McNaught's arrangements fit Nilsson's songs like a golve. Always
some repair. Reasonably
a mixture of lush orchestrations, small combo sounds ranging from
priced. Contact Jess Reid,,
Dixieland to 50's jazz, a bit of rock, a bit of electronics, and a bit of the
CAUGHRAN REALTY. 255·
symphony orchestra, the backups provide a consistently perfect setting for
5521, Res. 255-9041.
Nilsson's voice and songs.
The best cuts on the album (or a.t least the funniest) is written in a semimonologue, serious-comic style reminiscent of the later works turned out
by Bobby Darin after the assassinations of Bobby Kennedy and Martin
Luther King. ''Who Done It?" opens with every melodramatic orchestral
cliche possible, including the sound effects of a thunderstorm.
Other good cuts include "Lean On Me (not to be confused with the Bill
Withers' hit of the same name)," "Laughin' Man" and the beautifully
simple and poetic "Perfect Day."

Last ffill• Ramblers

1
1
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OPEN
SUNDAYS
'$1 OFF
ON ANY HOT DISH
Good Anytime Fri.-Sun.
With This Ad

The Emotions Rejoice

I
I
1

2206 Central SE
255-3696

1

: II
':1

:

Sneak Preview lets you take a
behind-the-scenes look at its style
of Latin imd rock at the Latin
. Quarter {It 5402 Central SW,

ffiTSO I

II

·

digest and dance. The group plays
your favorites in funk,_ disco,
country jazz and rock.
Sky Blue will take you to seventh
heaven with their angelic har.monies. The trip starts at the Hog's
Breath at 4800 San Mateo NE.
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Let It Rock
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"Let ThereBeRock"/ACDCIAtlantic SD-361 51
By GEORGE GESNER
Which ever way you plug it in,
this group is electrically supercharged. 'These Australians have
the same get up and go as famed
bogie masters Status Quo, but their
youthful exuberance needs to be
more cultivated for AC/DC to be
competitive. ·
Best cuts are: "Let There Be
Rock" and "Whole Lotta Rosie."

c.
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Welcome Back Students
valley Rentals has the Only complete selection of
rental houses and l!partmcnts in the UNM and
surrounding area. Chttk and compart·, then calli

8:00am to 9:00pm
Seven Days
VALLEY RENTALS
262-1751

Evening
Students
The Registration Center (Bandelier
East) Is Now Open Until6:00 p.m.
. Monday Thru Thursday Throughout
The Semester.
• Registration
• Program Changes
• Academic Policy.lnformation

Office Of Admission And Records

pool tables
7' T.V. screen for sports special
Present student' I.D. with coupon free first drink
(no cover charge)
4100 Central Ave. N.E.- Mon.- Sun.

Citizens Bank

•

No Service Charge Checking
for
UNM Students
and
Faculty, Staff & Employees

. Citizens Bank of Albuquerque
2500 Louisiana, NE 1213 San Pedro. NE 2901 Candelaria, NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico Phone 298·8777
Member FDIC
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Participation Increase Expected For 1-M

Q(p(j)~~ [l(!)[l11(f)~

and · so popular that all our equipment is
gone on weekends and during
breaks." Rental money is used for
upkeep and to purchase new
The largest of those participant equipment.'
areas is open. It is formal
The number of activities offered ' recreation. "We want to continue
Traditional sports will always be
to UNM students, faculty and staff offering our facilities for this kind
increased from 60 to 100 in just a of recreation," Perez said, "but we a part of the campus program,
year, Perez said, mainly because of also plan to add a structured family Perez said, but an effort is being
new recreational activities for night on Fridays so married made to add new or unique sports
women. ''Every activity offered for students with families can have ll ·activities such as soccer, fencing,
six-man basketball and 5' 10" and
men is now offered for women," he special time to use the facilities."
under basketball. "We're trying to
said. "We have also''expanded the
The other participati9n areas are develop a variety of sports for
number of co-recreational inteam activities, such as basketball, students and faculty and staff
tramuralactivities.''
softball and frisbee throwing; members to choose from. No fees
individual ana dual activities such are ever charged for any activity."
badminton and
Last year more than 8,000 as tennis,
racquetball;
·co-recreational
sports,
persons were involved in sports
Men's activities which will begin
which
include
swimming,
bowling,
ranging from flag football to spring
in
September are flag football, a
board diving. Addiwnally, some inner-tube water polo and golf; swimming meet, tennis singles, golf
250,000 persons used UNM's recreational clinics; and camping singles, racquetball singles and
.,athletic and recreational facilities equipment rentals.
archery. Women's intramural
last year. That figure, Perez exactivites that begin next month are
plained, indicates multiple use of
"Our rental room started with powder puff football, swimming,
facilities by most people.
just basic camping equipment," tennis, goif and tennis will also start
Perez said, "and now we offer next month.
"Our program is not interested in back-packing equipment, tents,
competition as much as it is in eating utensils and even crossAll UNM students who hav~ paid
participation," he said. "There are country skis. Our rental fees are their tuition fees and who have a
six basic areas in which persons can nominal and the service has become current UNM identification card
A 10 per cent increase in ,participation is expected this year in
UNM's popular intramural and
recreation program, according to
director Fred Perez.

•

For The 1977 WAC Skywriters Tour

A

Grid Practice Under The Lights
By PETER MADRID
LOBO Sports Editor
~
Practicing in the cool .of an
p., Albuquerque night, the UNM Lobo
' football team went through its
grueling drills and exercise Monday
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night before a handful of Lobo grid
fans and the 1977 Western Athletic
Conference Skywriters Tour.
Drills at Monday night's practice
included passing, blocking, and
quickl)ess drills. Head mentor BHI
Mondt and his assistant coaches
were kept busy all evening running
back and forth to watch each group
of players work o'ut.
The 1971 WAC Skywriter's
:rour, who are made up of spor- ·
tswriters and sportscasters from
WAC cities, arrived just as the
Lobo offense and defense were
running through their plays.
Lobo quarterback Noel
Mazzone ran a. series of running
plays with work horse running back
Mike Williams doing most of the
running, Back signal caller C.J.
Jones ran through the same series
of plays Mazzone rlid.
After the running plays,· Mazzone, and Jones mixed in some
passing witli the running ..
Mazzone's arm looks stronger
than it did last spring as his passes
Monday night were deadly accurate. Mazzone appears to have
gotten the timing on his handoffs
and pitch outs down pat.
The Lobo backfield looked quick
and aggressive. Williams ran the

ball with the intensity he does in range of about 35 yards.
·The spirit of rhe UNM grid team
game.
The Lobo punters were getting was especially high Monday night.
good distance and hang time on During the stretching excercises,
their punts. Lobo specality kickers which were led by weight trainer
were hitting field goals from a Pete. Martinelli, spirited yells were

heard among the groaning of the
..-.1"~vers.

TheWAC Skywriters, who make
pre-season predictions, forecasted
the Lobos to finish with a 5-6-1
record.

FOR SALE
Estancia Valley small tracts, 4 to 9 acres
each. About 40 minutes to City. Good ac·

cess.

Some utilities

available.

lOBO Photos By Phyllis Kushnor

The UNM Lobo 's offensive squad drills with the defense

I

Dpletion Of Name.From
1977-78 Student Directory
Any student wishing to have his/her name and/or other information
(year classification, college, local phone number, local or commuting
address, permanent address) deleted from the Student Directory
should stop by the Student Activities Center located on the first
floor of the New Mexico Union before September 2, and fill out the
appropriate form. We can delete information but are unable to
make any changes in the material.

•

Fr~sh

Grid.ders Prepare

Down

payment reasonable, terms good. Contact
Jess Reid, CAUGHRAN REALTY, 255-5521,
Res. 255-9041.

Me:deo's mDIIIIamoWI name b America's m0111
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"There is a lot of enthusiasm and
desire in this year's freshmen football program," said Lobo frosh
grid coach Reeese Smith.
The Wolfpups, who play their
first game Friday night Sept. 16
with Fort Lewis College at 8 p.m. at
University Stadium, will play a
four-game schedule.
Other games on the frosh slate
include Texas Tech Sept. 22 in
Lubbock, New Mexico Military
Institute here Oct. 8, and the Air
Force Academy in Colorado
Springs Oct. 14.
Freshman standouts for Smith
include quarterback'Brad, Wright,
defensive safety James Bell from
Albuquerque High, 6-7 strol\g
tackle Frank Giddens from Carlsbad, N.M., running backs Mike
Santiago and Rick Moore, wide
receiver Jim Cook, and defensive
end Jaime Colorado.

average scoring equaled that of
national qualifying.
Last year was UNM' s first year at
the class I level and they finished
fifth out of 13 regional teams. The
class I level is the highest level of
gymnastic competition.
Other varsity people returning
are sophomore Amy. Williamson,
bar specialist Rachel Hernandez,
and Albuquerque's Marilyn
Wilson.
The varsity team will also include
two freshman, New Yorker Tammy
Custodi and Linda Cage.
Although the season does not
offic.ia!lz b«gin. mgil, ~anuarY,. t~e
gymnasts will compete in an
exhibition meet in November

Beginning Friday Sept. 2, and
every Friday night following, the
intramural department is opening
. the auxiliary gym froin 7 to 9 p.m.
for "Family Nite."
, The Family Nite theme will try to
give families of any University
faculty, staff or student a chance to
recreate together.
Volleyball, badminton, and
basketball are a few of the more
popular team sports available for
the special night.

Sharon Hays from Santa Fe and
Kim
Bertholomey
from
Albuquerque, both freshmen, will
participate on the JV squad.
Thomas said, "We have some
super potential this season. We
have a strong vaulting teams and
beam team,"

"I anl really pleased with the
girls," she said.

Any interested families should
get together and talk to the equip· ·
ment room operator so he can set
up the equipment needed to
recreate.
The swimming pool is also open
for family swimming Monday
through Friday from 5:30-9:15
p.m.
If anyone has questions about the
newly created "Family Nite" or
family swimming, contact the
intramural office at 277-5151.

f.

individual intramural activities
should visit the recreation office at
Johnson Gym, Room 230.
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Linker Walk-Ons Qualify f
An athlete who had hoped to
play Lobo basketball, was the top
qualifier among 23 walk-ons trying
to make the Lobo golf team.
Bill Lester, a junior from Indiana
shot a 295, seven over par at the
South Course.
Jim McClain, a junior from
Socorro, was the second of the four
qualifiers, with a shot of 302.
Joe
Stansberry,
from
Bloomington, Minnesota, was third

i

with 305,
Albuquerque's Steve Smith was ~
eliminated in sudden death. by John ;_.
Henriot, who birdied the first hole ~
of sudden death. The two had tied ....,
at311.
Wednesday the 12-rnan team will
vie for six travelling team spots,
with the lone exception of All·
American Mitch Mooney, who has
been exempt from having to
qualify.

baak

Your

Future

Labor Day
Weekend

Lobo freshman gridders run through blocking drills
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COPIES 3 1/z"
Overnight

. KINKO'S
No Minimum

2312 Cent. SE 268-8!H5

said at the West Side Tennis Club,
where she is training for the
tournament that begins Wednesday. "I am interested only in
doing my best at Forest Hills.
"Mike Backus and I are good
friends, but someone is reading
more into this than there is," she
said. "We're not planning anything
so serious as marriage at this iime. l
especially want to emphasize that
fact."
Richards, who until August 1975
was a male ophthalmologist known
as Richard Raskind, said she met
Backus earlier this summer at a
party on Long·lsland.
'
She was permitted to play in the
U.S. open as a woman after a court
battle in which a judge ruled she
could not be forced to take a sex
hormone test.

"DENIM"

'
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Will Play Their
Famous Texas Hits
From Their Latest
EPIC Album

Be an
Air Force
Missileman
You can pr8pare yourself to enter
this exciting field by enrolling In
an Air Force ROTC program. You
can select from four-year and twoyear programs leading to a commission as an Ah' Force officer.
Also thete are scholarships available, with a $100 monthly aJ.
lowance. full tuition, books and
lab fees paid. After college, you'll
have an opportunity lor a challonging job and graduate educa·

lienal degrees.
If you're the type of guy who looks
forward to an exciting future, look
into Air Force ROTC programs
lhat include preparation as a
missile launch officer In the Air
Force. Help continue the traditions

that have made our country so
great. Be an Air Force mlsslleman.
Get all the details about Air Force
ROTC today.

Contact: The Department of Aerospace Studies
1901 Las Lomas N.E. 277-4230

Air Force ROTC· Gateway to a Great Way of Life
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NEW YORK (UPI)-Tran- to get married, and said she was
ssexual tennis player Renee only interested in the Upcoming
Richards Monday denied she plans U.S. Open Tennis Championships.
--;;;;;;;;;;;;::::;:;;;;;;;;;;;;~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;=;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~~~:::::-~
A published report Monday said
Dr. Richards would call a news
conference later' this week to announce her engagement to actor
Michael Backus.
"There is not one speck of truth
in the · rumor that I am thinking
about or considering marrying Mr.
Backus or anyone else,' • Richards
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Something New Is Cooking
At The Union
The

y·10 v·IVO
(in the SUB)
Is Now Open
Until
8:00 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

~

Our New Expanded Menu .Includes

~

Mexican Food

*
~

~

*

*

~

~
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~
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~
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~
iC
Grilled Hamburaers Cooked To Your Order
*
--·-------------------------*
Tio Vivo
.*
~
Afternoon Special
*
~
_ Buy One Deli Soodwich
~
Get a 2nd One of Equal or Less Value
*
iC
FREE
*
~
~
*
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Pam Stehwien will be Thomas'
assistant.

lntramurals Holds Family Night

We.dding Off; Match Still On

'

against Denver University.
The Lobo women will host both
Arizona and Utah and "there is
also a possibility of hosting
regionals," Thomas said.

'

Smith said right now the
defensive secondary and defensive
line are both looking great in
practice. The offense is coming
along equally well.

Pancho Villa tequila
•

By ED JOHNSON
LOBO Sports Writer
The district gymnastic champs
are back and though UNM Coach
Claudia Thomas admits she and her
women have a lot of work to do,
she is confident.
"We have some super talent. We
do have a· lot of work to do, but I
think our girls can handle it,"
Thomas said.
The "super" talent includes
Joann J ost, a sophomore, who was
the nation's 11th best vaulter and
the region's seventh best in allaround competition.
.t.\lQJJS thQ.~<t,same.Jalen~ l. ine.s is
another
sophomore
from
California, Dianne Frew, who

Smith said last year's schedule
was abbreviated due to injuries and
cancellations.
"We're holding solid to this
year's schedule," Stnith said.

I\

are eligible for participation in
intramural sports. Any person who
would like to participate in team or

Fern Gymnastic Coach Confident
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participate
in sports
recreational activities."
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A Pine Drinking EsLablishmenL

5001 Lomas NE • 256·1250

~

This offer good only after 3:00p.m. Aug. 31-Sept. 7
With this coupon
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PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION I.D. photos, Lowest
prices in town. Fast, pleasing. Call 265-2444 or
u come to 1717 Gi.rard NE. 9/30
·~ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose,
:::: 294-0171. 12/3
CIJ Looking for Group B bloo<1 donors, Will compensate, Please contact Malaria Project: 277-3001,277N 2813,8/31
,.... WOMEN IN SPORTS-A new course will examine
~ old myths and new realities. To learn about women
ro · ancl sports In American culture, take Phys, E!d lit, R
0.. 493.001 TTh 12:30-1:45. Call 277-3930 for more
information. 9/1
TODAY try some natural juices, yogurt; wholesome
snacks. BABAS COMMUNITY STORE. 107
Mesa, sE. One block east of University Blvd. 247-

0

::S
Z

4. HOUSING
DANDY DUPLEX. $100,00, 2-bdrms, kid~, pets,
welcome. 262·1751, Valley Rentals. $30.00
fee. 912
ABSOLUTE BARGAIN. Utilities paid, 2·b\lrms,
r.atlo, kids, pets .ok. $135.00. 262-1751, Valley
Rentals, $30.00 fee. 9/2
Close to UNM: !.bedroom, air, only $75,00, Call
now, 262·1751, Valley Rentals, $30.00 fee. 9/2
AGGRAVATED? 2-bdrms, $135.00; good & clean.
262-1751, Valley Rentals. $30.00 fee, 9/2
fenced privacy; !·bedroom available soon, $95.00,
no lease, 262-1751, ·valley Rentals. $30.00
fcc, 9/2
STUDENTS - Tired of paying rent? Buy a mobile·
home. Low-.down, low monthly payment, Phone
881-8184 9/13

9775, 9/i

t
(

t

t

W ATERBED WANTED. 294-7462, 9/1
LIBERATED RADIO for Lesbians and Gay Men,
7:30pm, September 1, on90.1 FM. 9/1
CoMMUTERS WANTED to UNM, Leaving Santa
Fe at 7;00 am & returning at 6:00 pm MondayFriday, 471-6924 9/1
SENIOR OR GRADUATE STUDENTS In planning,
journalism, public administration or business
wanted for 12-wcek full-time paid WICHE intern·
ships in New Mexico. Call (303) 443-6144 collect for
further information. 9/1
FOOT REFLEXOLOGY. Christine Jensen,
Donation, 242-7613. 9/16
FREE, COCKER PUPPY; female, 6 Weeks. Call256l 475 after 5 pm. 912
AGORA UNM's Student Crisis Center, Depressed?
Call or come in. We'llllsten. 277-3013 or northwest
wing Mesa Vista. 9/6
The WAGON WHEEL Square Dance Club will be
176, Johnson Gym, this Thursday,
dancing in
Beginners arc welcomed. 9/6

Rm.

GAME FANATICS interested .in Diplomacy. Call
Tim, 255-3116. 9/1
PARTY II? Largest disco & rock sound system In New
Mexico, Wide selection of music & D.J. Great for
frat/sor parties! Call292-0611, 9/14

2.

LOST AND FOUND

LOST CAT: 300 block Stanford SE; orange, longhaired, female; green collar w/"Harmony" on tag.
262·0365 or 305 Stanford SE. 8/31
FOUND one eyeglass lens; southeast corner of field,
cast of Johnson Gym, Call277-4002 9/7

3.

c.

''

SERVICES

QA TYPING SERVICE, A complete typing and
editorial system. Technical, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts & tables. 345·2125. 10/15
CLASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTION, Master's
Degree In Music. 255-8114. 912
LSAT-MCAT REVIEW COURSES. Prepare now,
Call PENM 842·5200. tfn
TYPING; MA, English, on-campus, 296-8564. fs
WILL TUTOR: Spanish, English, composition. 243·
1073. 9/16
TYPING, 1st quality. 883·7787, 10/11.

5.

FOR SALE

BACK TO SCHOOL bicycle sale: New and used
bicycles. Gitane, Stella, Motobccanc and other fine
makes. Best prices on repairs, largest selection of
parts and accesories in the SW. Prices you can
afford. R,C. Halletts, 2122 Coal Place SE. i blks
from UNM, off Yale between Lead & Coal. 8439378.9/6
20 USED PORTABLE TVs, $30 to $60. 441
Wyoming NE, 255-5987. 10/15
ROGERS DRUMS w/double bass & Zildjians,
stands, etc. $500.00 (firm). 877-0642 8/31
CHEAP WATERBEDSI Water Trips, 3407 Central
NE, Student Specials: $89,95 plus tax buys you I)
basic noorframe, 2) safety liner, 3)any size
waterbed matress (3-year guarantee), 4)foam
comfort pad. 268-8455, 9/31
·
BICYCLE LOCKS! Best price in town on Nl rated
Citadel locks guaranteed against theft up to
$150.00. We also stock master locks and chains.
R,C. Hallett's 2122 Coal Pl. SE. 843·9378, 9/6
ROGERS DRUMS w/double bass lit, Zlldjians,
stands, etc. $500,000 (firm), 877-0642. 8/31
WELCOME BACK SALE. Levis $7.95 and under;
brushed denim pants only $4.75; blouses, $4.50; at
California Fashion Outlet,. 2318 Central, across
from UNM. 266-6872. 8/31
CAMERAS, LENSES, ENLARGERS, darkroom
and photo items. We buy, sell and J"ade. Wilson
Camera, 3107 Central, NE. 9/1
GENTLY DRIVEN 1971 Buick IJlcctra-225. 2947462. 9/1
SHARP RED-METALLIC TRIUMPH SPITFIRE
1972,1ow miles. 294-7462. 9/l
ASPEN OUITAR. 6-string acoustic. Excellent
condition. First $9S. takes. Mike, 255-1977. 9/l
1969 VW POP TOP Campmobile; excellent condition; rebuilt engine; priced to sell; 266-1638. 9/2
1971 CZ JAWA Street/trail. Extras included.
•
$285.00, 298-4956 after 6 pm. 9i2
VW THING 1974, very low mileage, Very good
condition. $2000.00 or best offer. Call 255-3920
after 5 pm, 9/2
MEN's SIZE 70 nx:k climbing/hiking boots. Used
once. $27.00.268-4174. 8/31

GROW YOUR OWN indoors. 70 cubic foot, wood
frame, PVC lined closet greenhouse, Four 4ft
adjustable grolux lamps, 24 hour auto timer. Need
$7$,00,268-4174. 8/31
STEP-VAN 1962 GMC; hot water & gas burner, easy
convert. to live-in camper, asking $800.00, Call Bill
at Mother Nature& Son, 255-7640 9/2
HEWLETI-PACKARD 97 Programmable Calculator. Almost new, excellentconditlon. AU offers
considered. 293-5954 912
1968 DODGE Station wagon. Runs good, $300.00.
247-4489 9/2
TWIN BED box-springs, $15.00, Signature Electric
typewriter, ~$90,00. Sony Recl·tO·reel, w/tapes,
$50.00. Wilson golf clubs, $35.00. sears portable
TV, $15,00. Come see Thursday only, 200 Walter
SE, #2, 8-S:JO. 9/1
AKC BLONDE LABRADOR, female, 4 months, all
shots, $50.00. Queen-size waterbed & liner, frame
& pedestal, $70.00. 242-4174. 8/31
OBOE-used 10 hours total. Cheap to good home.
Ask for Linda at881-1046. 9/6
MONTESSA TRAIL BIKE, must ~ell, Call Labor
Day weekend, 268-3651 912

6. ' EMPLOYMENT
PART-TIME JOB: Sales, flexible hours, good pay,
Possible full-time during breaks. Call: Phil
Franczyk, C.L.U., 292-2830. 9/30
NEED BABYSITTER In tlte Monte Vista scl10ol area
immediately, Call268-0448, aftcr4. 8/31
PART Tl ME; men & women sales clerks- stocking.
Must be over 2lyears old. Apply in person, no
phone calls. SAVE-WAY liquor stores, 5516
Menaul Blvd., NE & 5704 Lomas NE.
9/22
WELL' PAYING PART-TIME JOB available. We
will coordinate with your school schedule. Apply in
person Der Wiencrschnitzel, 4201 Central or 5810
Menual, NE. 9/1
STUDENT EMPLOYEES NEEDED to help on
lunch line: 10:30 am to closing. See Mrs. Compton,
La Posada Dining Hall after II am. 9/1
NEED PLEASANT and attractive girls for escort
service. Call243-7313. 9/2
WORKING MOTHER needs reliable person to
transport child to school during noon hour, M·F.
255-6495 after 5 pm. 9/3
PART TIME WAITRESS needed during evening;
also busboy & cook able to work lunch hours.
Apply in person. 2900 Central SE. 9/6
PART TIME WORK. $500.00 per month. Call 881·
4585, 1 pm to 3 pm only. 9/2
HELP WANTED: Cocktail Waitresses. Apply Club
Illusion, 4100 Central SE, after II am. 9/7
NEED A JOB where you pick your own hours? Sell
easy moving item and make good commissions.
Call 255-0586 or 266-7744. Ask for Bob. 917
NEED SOMEONE to work part time mornings. Must
be willing to work. Call Mike between 6 and 8 pm
eves. 345-3039. 917

7.

from page 7)

"Single women are easier to treat
with or without a partner, male or
female, Their treatment has the
route of fantasy life involving
permission to masturbate. Women
are more encouraged to be in touch
with themselves and their emotions
than men in this culture,'' Caplan
said,
Men, on the other hand, don't
respond well to treatment without a
partner. "We don't know why it is
difficult for men without partners.
However, once a man has a partner, he starts to respond to therapy
just fine," he said.
Therapy for all sex problems
involves a behavioral therapy which
is a step-by-step behavior shaping.
The therapy also includes
homework tasks, to .work on
feelings.
"Couples come in with sexual
funtim1al complaints, we turn the ·
couple around for feeling, not
functions. We try for meaning not
performance." Caplan said.
Slightly more women than men
make the initial contact with the sex
therapist. Caplan said that the
percentage is betweencSO and 60 per
cent, much lower than ten years ago
when 90 per cent of the therapist's
.
first contact was female.
Master's and Johnson's clinic
reports that more men -are identiified as the half of the couple
having the sexual problem. but

• •

Caplan said he sees ' 4a slightly
higher percentage of women having
the problem''·
Most of Caplan's patients are
referred to sex therapy by former
patients. The.others are referred by
physicians, ministers and divorce
lawyers, he said.
Is sex the most important part of
marriage? ''With a good, fulfilling
relationship, the cot~ple has a better
chance to survive, The people who
are friends and get along with each
other but dont have such a great
time in bed, now· those are the ·
people we cah treat." Caplan said.

STUDENT
··HEALTH
INSURANCE

Enrollment Deadline
Sept.6
Representative will
be accepting Fall
premium and answering questions at
Student Health CTR.
-Aug. 29 thru Sept. 2
2: 30 - 4 : 00 p.m.
or Call243-6616
anytime.

ALL
LEVI'S
N·ow

TRAVEL

s11so

LOCAL CA.R POOLS at lTC, 12·6, 265·9860 912
CHRISTMAS FLIGHTS? THINK about it now!
Reservations ~t intercontinental Travel Centre. 12·
6, 255-6830 912

SPECIAL OFFER'

COPIES FOR STUDENTS &
please
presen9
ID card

Perry's
Pizza

(
2 ~2

lNHILE YOU

FACULTY
EACH
CASH

lobo
~

n1ens

NO CHECKS, •LEASE

lNAIT

shop

• prompt, courteous service • convenient off str.. t parking • collating and
stapling, drilling and binding t....Hionoi ••• ...,; • open seven (7) clays a week to
glva you more service • offset printing, typesetting, artists, cr""tive d .. tgn,

Thick Squar:e Sicilian Pizza
By The Slice And Pan

DATAaJ!S' tonttptfotlh~ op"atlon of 4 txJpylnt rtnd prlnttng buslnr.SS
Is SER ~ICE.. .... NOW....... WIIEN l'OU NEED IT! And •nouxh rqulpm•nr,
DbiNtyt turd lffllntd ~nonntlto Mnt!lt Dll ,J'CHJ, CDpyfn& Dnd prinllnf ntrdJ.

843-9i50
. 2004 Central S.E.

243-:ZBCt

1112 lOMA$ NE (Cot,_, of tlni""1i1y)

21~0

Central S.E. • 243-6954

New Mexico Daily Lobo·
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily
times(s) beginning
, under the heading
Lobo
2. Lost & Found;
3. Services;
4-. Housing;
(circle one): L Personals;
5. For Sale;
6. Employment;
7. Travel
8. Miscellaneous.

Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Classified Advertising Rates
.15c per word, $1.00 minimum charge
Terms Cash in advance
.·

Enclosed $ ------- Placed b y - - - - - - Telephone

L

•

Hot.trs: 8:30A.M. to 4:30 P.M.
Monday thru Friday
Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131

•

